on “Extraordinary Rendition.” Both
expansive and intimate, this is a fine
suite solo suite, something to place
alongside sets by the likes of Burkhard
Beins, Tatsuya Nakatani, and Lê Quan
Ninh. Jason Bivins

Jackie-O Motherfucker
Valley of Fire

Textile TCD16 CD / LP

Dan Warburton, left, and
Frederick Farryl Goodwin

Dan Warburton
Frederick Farryl
Goodwin
Compendium
Maleficarum III

Tim Bugbee

Incunabulum CD

Like everyone who read (or wrote for )Dan
Warburton’s long-running Paris Transatlantic magazine, I was sorry to see it go into
hibernation last year; it was by far the best
web-based resource for news of the latest
wonders from the musical fringes. But it’s
hard to imagine him successfully pulling together something as ambitious and intricate
as this CD—an electroacoustic collaboration
with the poet Fred(d) Goodwin—without
the extra breathing space afforded by that
sabbatical. This project is the continuation
of a long shared history, which stretches
back to the two men’s days in Cambridge
and includes an (apparently undocumented?) 1987 multimedia collaboration, an “audio visual attack” called “Modern Dreams/
Ancient Nightmares.” (Perhaps this longer
history explains the numbering in the disc’s
title; it’s otherwise a standalone project, not
part of a trilogy.) I get the impression that
the dynamic duo may have mellowed a bit
in the years since “Modern Dreams”: interviewed by Jonh Wilde for Melody Maker,
Goodwin described that piece as “like
putting people in an Orgone Box, pushing
the button and keeping them there for 75
minutes.” Compendium Maleficarum III is
by comparison subtler in its effects on the
listener, though extended immersion still
has something of the effect of toxins leeching into the skin.
The poems are a potent brew of fractured pastoral and seedy cityscapes, fragile
confessionalism and Shakespearean film
noir. They’re the work of a poet aghast at
the human capacity for cruelty but visited by the occasional slippery hint of the
numinous. The temptation must have been
strong to match them with an aggressively
sense-deranging aural experience, but Warburton’s approach is more oblique, weaving
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together found material, acoustic improvisations and treated environmental recordings.
The poems float almost independent within
a sonic underworld that is quiet but richly
textured, and which occasionally springs
into scurrying life—the disc includes wriggly free-improv from Jean-Luc Guionnet,
Frédéric Blondy, Jac Berrocal and other
luminaries of the Paris music scene. At other
times, everything drains away, until it’s as if
Goodwin’s words are teetering on the brink
of some ghastly void.
Refreshingly, rather than putting the poet
himself front and center, the disc draws on
a variety of readers, who are at times quite
polished but sometimes so informal that
you get the impression that Goodwin simply handed the book to a friend and asked
them to read. (On one track a particularly
cussed individual named Tommy McGowan
resists the poem all the way, lacing it with
profanity while Goodwin pleads with him
to “just read the fucking poem!”; an organ
pumps out “I Can’t Believe You’re in Love
with Me” in the background.) This act
of displacement makes for an intriguing
admixture of the everyday into the otherworldly: you hear readers responding in real
time to the poetry’s strange mix of Grand
Guignol and lyricism. The vocal quirks and
occasional stumbles are an aural equivalent
to Goodwin’s instinct for lexical deformation
and his tendency to treat typos as spiritual/
textual provocations—happy accidents or
the workings of some Spicerian dictating
angel.
Compendium Maleficarum III is an
unusually successful example of a poetryand-music project, marked by a generous
emphasis on collaborative effort, a nondogmatic ear for music and sounds of all
kinds, and a fine, intuitive sense of how to
edit everything together into a larger entity.
(Come to think of it, that isn’t a bad description of the virtues of Paris Transatlantic,
either.) Incunabulum has done Warburton
and Goodwin proud, encasing the disc
in eerie black and ash-gray artwork and
providing texts of all the poems inside a fat
booklet—a nice touch given that Goodwin’s
poetry isn’t currently available in book form.
Nate Dorward

I’ve been torn over the last few
Jackie-O Motherfucker albums. I’m all
for embracing songs as alternate vessels for the looseness of groupthink, but
vocalist Tom Greenwood has a plain
and shaky voice at the best of times,
meaning his delivery can obscure the
melodies. The vestiges of hippie discourse found in “Valley of Fire” and the
upfront evangelising of Uriah J Fields’s
“Sing Your Own Song” get unbearable at points, though the malleable
twang of Eva Salens’s spirited delivery
saves the latter. And while covering
The Beach Boys’ “A Day in the Life of
a Tree” is an admirable pursuit, there’s
little need to be so heavy-handed
about its ecological meanings—even
if the backing harmonies that reinforce
the message are quite lovely. (For a
consummate take on the original,
follow up the interpretation of “Tree”
recorded in the late ‘90s by Australian
noise-rock outfit Solids.) Regardless,
Jackie-O Motherfucker are also probably the only group from the New
Weird vanguard who’d have the foresight to take on Public Enemy’s “She
Watch Channel Zero,” emptying its
guts on the studio floor and improvising
an entirely new set of internal organs
to gleefully stuff back into the body.
Jackie-O excel when they go freeform,
and by bringing dub tactics, modern
electronica and primitive turntablism
to bear on pastoral, folk-blues freeform
improvisations, they prove they’ve not
lost their touch. Jon Dale

Jandek

The Myth of Blue Icicles
Corwood 0790 CD

The Myth of Blue Icicles is like most
recent Jandek: one acoustic guitar,
recorded in an airless space, with
Jandek pecking away at the strings in
almost aleatory fashion, while his voice
stretches and buckles in your left ear. If
you’re used to the understated, quizzical tone found in his singing on 1980s
records like On the Way, nowadays he
sounds older, rougher, more ragged.
Ultimately, though, Jandek deals in the
same concerns. Solipsistic by nature,
his lyrics often concern a protagonist
becoming the world, or swallowing
the world through their senses. For
example, on “The Daze,” the album’s
centerpiece, Jandek sings ‘the world
walked amongst me / I was that path,’
before thinking through the world via
dialectics (‘I moved, like I breathe, in
and out at once’), finally surrendering to
his fate: ‘I fell into a deep sleep / I got
lost in the daze.’ It’s a great example
of the somgs' logic: lost in their own
universe, they deal in fundamentals
of existence because there are few
external forces exerting any influence.
“There’s No Door” confirms this when
Jandek sings, “Open the door and go
out / Space, no bottom / no top, no
right, no left, no direct ahead / It’s all a
dream, all air and space…If you open
the door and go in the door disap-

pears.” He then breaks into a surprising
string of forcefully plucked notes and
half-chords, all rendered obscure
through the peculiarities of Jandek’s
individual tuning system. It’s hard to
think of an artist who’s so consistently
manifested an concept that only makes
fleeting references to anything beyond
itself—all the more fascinating for the
looming suspicion that there may be
one piece of the puzzle always missing.
Jon Dale

C. Joynes

God Feeds The Ravens
Bo'Weavil WEAVIL 28 CD

In his liner notes for God Feeds the
Raven, harpist Rhodri Davies argues
that Cambridge-based acoustic guitarist C. Joynes’s music ‘evokes a certain
simplicity and naiveté’, going on to
quote Joynes on an ‘alignment with the
traditions of Naïve Art’. Joynes certainly
keys into a particular kind of naivety in
his performances—unlike many recent
‘traditionalist’ acoustic guitarists, he’s
happy to let his playing ring out with
seams proudly showing. Sometimes
his fingers stumble, or he slightly misses
the chordings, which results in buzzing
strings; his slide work on the traditional
“Since I Lay My Burden Down” is beautiful precisely because you can hear the
slide butting against the fret board, the
slack strings ringing with the clatter of
vibrations between wood and metal.
Opening with a version of one of Will
Oldham’s most gently moving songs,
“Do As You Will Do,” Joynes suggests
less obvious connections between
various traditions: it’s certainly more
thought-provoking than yet another
John Fahey retread. When Joynes
does traverse similar ground, as on his
“Christmas Medley,” his liner notes
acknowledge the ‘superior examples’ of
Fahey:. Ultimately, Joynes’s eloquence
is not down to superb musicianship
(though he is quite a strong instrumentalist) but rather, the right approach to
combining unassuming experiment
with reverence to tradition and the
emotional pull of melancholy. Jon Dale

Kapital Band 1

Playing By Numbers
Mosz 017 CD

Percussionist Martin Brandlmayr first
caught my attention through his duets
with Martin Siewert and his work in
the groups Radian and Trapist. Those
pared-back settings were perfect for
his pin-prick touch, keen ear for timbral
shadings, meticulous sense of time

and space, and remarkable ability to
deconstruct a groove into the barest
whiff while still maintaining an infectious
sense of momentum. Kapital Band 1
is his duo with Nicholas Bussmann on
electronics and cello, in which the two
peel pop structures and funk grooves
back to their barest essence and then
build up pensive, fluttering scrims.
Their first release, 2CD, came out four
years ago, a distilled set full of glitchy,
coursing improvisations. On Playing by
Numbers, the duo continues to work at
the intersection of composition, songforms, and groove. The title track starts
things out with Bussmann’s bowed
cello, then adds in wafts of electronics and Brandlmayr’s pointillist bells,
chimes, and mallet instruments. Slowly,
the momentum mounts as stuttering
drums divide up the beat over brooding electronic washes and the cello's
theme quavers in and out of focus.
“Playing the Night in Vienna” makes
use of recordings from an urban Vienna
street, subsuming them in laminal
washes of sound which progress with
a measured deliberation—it’s the aural
equivalent of a watercolor landscape.
The final piece starts with a floating,
dreamy melody, then slowly unravels
it over splashes of percussion. While
these pieces often threaten to float off
into ambience, there are still enough
details to draw the listener in to their
cinematically rich sound-world.
Michael Rosenstein

Plamen Karadonev
Crossing Lines
Mu 348670 CD

The music of Bulgarian-born pianist
Plamen Karadonev may be a bit too
traditional for some tastes, but he still
injects enough twists to make this CD
worthwhile. First, as a Berklee grad, he
enlists the support of two decidedly
un-mainstream faculty members—
tenor player George Garzone and
trombonist Hal Crook, both of whom
have enlivened New England's music
scene for decades (with The Fringe and
Um, respectively). Second, Karadonev's
European sensibility is such that even
jazz chestnuts get roasted in unexpected ways. His “Night and Day” stretches
out for a dreamy nine minutes against
Austin McMahon's percolating percussion, while “You Must Believe in Spring”
and “The Island” display a disembodied coolness—fellow Bulgarian Elena
Koleva's singing suggests nothing so
much as a Slavic Astrud Gilberto. (Coltrane's “Like Sonny,” on the other hand,
is one of the tamer cuts.) Finally, there's

unusual repertoire, like a jazz take on
Schumann's “Fröhlicher Landmann”
(“The Happy Peasant”) that shakes
the song free of its clunky, peasantdance meter (think wooden clogs on a
barn floor) and features great solos by
Garzone and Crook. Karadonev's own
“Rondo ala Bulgar” has joyful staccato
runs that recall Brubeck, but it also incorporates a wonderfully skronky bowed
bass section by Kendall Eddy. There's
even an accordion on “The Island,” and
Karadonev's virtuosic enough to make
it sound almost like a clarinet. Overall,
the pianist's deep concern for the music
elevates as well as restrains, placing
him well outside the circle of diehard
traditionalists. Edward Batchelder

Sören Kjærgaard
Ben Street
Andrew Cyrille
Optics

ILK 140 CD

Gunnar Halle
Jeppe Kjellberg
Steinar Nickelsen
Echidna
ILK 139 CD

Over the past eight years, the ILK label
has amassed an impressive catalog of
releases by musicians from the Danish
creative music scene. Optics is pianist
Sören Kjærgaard’s fourth recording for
the label. Like his compatriot Jakob
Anderskov, Kjaergaard is a canny improviser and an explorer of the piano’s
interior sound-world. For this disc,
recorded in New York, he enlisted the
American rhythm section of bassist Ben
Street and drum master Andrew Cyrille.
Cyrille's presence is particularly fascinating; he cemented his reputation as the
drummer for Cecil Taylor and Dave Burrell, pianists whose dense, hard-hitting
approach represent virtually the antithesis of Kjærgaard’s open, spacious style.
Consummate percussionist that he is,
Cyrille’s right in there, continually engaging in dialogue, sometimes taking
the lead but never overwhelming the
soloist. “Cyrille Surreal” starts with an
off-kilter piano motif that becomes even
more off-kilter when Cyrille enters with
a staggered funk rhythm that shouldn’t
fit in but somehow does. Although the
main interaction is between Kjærgaard
and Cyrille, Street’s bass work is the glue
that holds these excursions together.
The eight compositions (including the
epic title track) each have their own
character and provide the players with a
lot of room for exploration.
Echidna is the work of trumpeter

Gunnar Halle, guitarist Jeppe Kjellberg
and Steinar Nickelsen, who plays church
organ and synthesizers. Halle may
be the most familiar of the three as a
current member of Pierre Dørge’s New
Jungle Orchestra. For this release, the
trio recorded eight hours of improvisations in two Copenhagen churches,
then edited them down to six tracks.
Perhaps reflecting the location of the
recording, the mood is somber and glacially calm, at times almost funereal, as
Halle’s clear-toned trumpet cuts through
the hazy electronic washes issuing from
the guitar and keyboards. The nearest
point of reference might be those early
Terje Rypdal records for ECM, though
there's a real group sound here rather
than a heavy emphasis on the guitar.
The exception is the opening track,
which is the album's weak point and
sounds like an extract from a Krautrock
jam. Robert Iannapollo

Knife World
Knife World

Roaratorio ROAR-13 LP

Don’t let the fact that Minneapolis’s
Knife World shares instrumentation
with the White Stripes scare you. Their
aesthetic is something like Times New
Viking weaned on Kiss and Led Zeppelin records. Following a self-released
cassette and a five-song CD-R (four
tracks from which reappear here,
remixed), this vinyl-only release is their
first “proper” full-length. Roaratorio’s
tendency towards quirky packaging is
in evidence here: the LP comes inlaid
with 3D goggles, the better to view
the eye-gouging gatefold artwork. On
the opener, the angular instrumental
“Salutations from Ancient Cum,” Jon
Nielsen’s overdubbed guitars careen
across Josh Journey-Heinz’s frantic,
top-heavy percussion, a blast of proggy
overload executed with feral intensity.
The riffs and percussive attack are jagged but never overly complex; there's
no distraction from the intensity of the
duo's forward motion—the record
pretty much hurtles through space, and
“Sandy Sandstone” is one of the most
insanely fast journeys through riff-rock
abandon these ears have heard. Even
when they stretch past the five-minute
mark on “Eye for a Lie,” in a scratchy
swipe at blues-rock jamming, what
crawls out of the tape-loop bookends
nearly runs away from itself. The second
side reins in the tempo a bit—“Ride
with View and Major” has what one
could nearly call orchestration—but that
only creates chomp-at-the-bit tension.
Finding a clear balance between fist-
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